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Abstract. MDPL is a logic style claiming to provide resistance against
Differential Side Channel Analysis on power consumption measurements.
In this paper we show that the power consumption of a non-linear MDPL
gate can be reliably exploited to determine signal values and hence secret data, if the random masks have a slight bias. We present an attack
methodology and a case study on how to infer secret key bits of an MDPL
secured AES-ASIC in practice by attacking a single MDPL AND gate in
a VLSI circuit. Our attack is not based on frequently made assumptions
on circuit “anomalies”, but on the per definition unbalanced routing,
realistic PRNG biases, and knowledge of the circuit layout.
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Introduction

Side Channel Analysis (SCA) is one of the most promising approaches
to reveal secret data, such as cryptographic keys, from black-box secure
cryptographic algorithms implemented in embedded devices. In this paper we focus on the power consumption side channel and hence on power
analysis, which exploits the physical dependency of a device’s power consumption and the data it is processing. Differential Side Channel Analysis
(DSCA) exploits (small) differences in a set of measurements by means
of statistics and is particularly well suited for the power analysis of block
cipher implementations.
In the last decade, various attack methodologies have been put forward, such as Differential Power Analysis [13] and Correlation Power
Analysis [6] as well as so called profiling attacks like the Stochastic Model
[14] and Template Attacks [15]. As a consequence of the need for secure
embedded devices such as smart cards, mobile phones, and PDAs research
is also conducted in the field of DSCA prevention. Early countermeasures

include algorithmic masking schemes [16, 17], noise generators [19], and
random process interrupts [18]. All of them have in common that they do
not address the issue of side channel leakage directly, but aim at obfuscating the observables. Most of these countermeasures have been proven
to be either insecure or circumventable, e.g. with High-Order attacks or
Digital Signal Processing.
In recent years, research and industry have started to approach the
issue of side channel leakage right where it arises: at the gate level. There
is a considerable body of research on gate level masking schemes, e.g.
[2, 9, 10], which again aim at obfuscating the leakage and differential logic
styles, which aim at reducing the leakage. Tiri and Verbauwhede introduced WDDL [20] where they use the concept of Fat Wires for the balanced routing of the complementary wire pairs. As a result, a WDDL
circuit ideally has a constant power consumption and hence no side channel leakage. Popp and Mangard introduced MDPL [1] which applies both
aforementioned concepts: it does not use special differential routing but
instead randomizes the signals on the complementary wire pairs. As a
result, the remaining leakage of an MDPL circuit is assumed to be randomized to the quality of the random numbers provided.
On the other hand, also attacks against these secured logic styles have
been published. Most of them exploit circuit “anomalies” as for example glitches [11, 12] and the early propagation effect [8]. In [7] it has been
shown that mask induced switching activity in the circuit can be exploited
to circumvent single-rail gate level masking.
Masked Dual-rail Pre-charge Logic (MDPL) was published at CHES
in 2005 [1]. It follows straight and simple design principles in order to
provide DSCA resistance, which as the authors claim, can be achieved
without routing constraints. In this work, we profoundly analyze the
power consumption of and the security provided by non-linear MDPL
logic gates, which are an important building block for MDPL secured
circuits. By non-linear gate we denote any logic gate for which the distribution of the output bits 1 , given uniformly distributed input bits, is not
uniform.
We will show that MDPL provides enhanced security which will likely
discourage amateur adversaries, but that it cannot withstand powerful expert attackers. Our attack does not require glitches or early propagation,
but is based on the per definition unbalanced routing of MDPL circuits
1

For differential logic styles this notion applies to one of the two complementary
wires.

and assumes realistic (unknown) biases in the Pseudo Random Number
Generator (PRNG) which supplies the masks.
We summarize the key properties of MDPL in Sect. 2 and introduce
our notation and basic preliminaries in Sect. 3. The core of our contribution is Sect. 4, where we analyze non-linear MDPL gates in detail and
present our attack methodology. In Sect. 5 we provide experimental results from our successful attack against a single AND gate in a MDPL
secured VLSI circuit which can be generalized straight forward. As an
approach to explain our results under the assumption that the PRNG
implementation on the prototype chip is not (significantly) biased, we
discuss the possibility that our attack unintentionally exploited circuit
anomalies in Sect. 6. We conclude our work in Sect. 7.
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MDPL

In our view, each of the letters MDP stands for a layer of security that
enwraps the previous layer. At the core of this protective construction are
standard CMOS gates, that are well known to be vulnerable to DSCA. In
the next subsection, we summarize the MDPL design principles according
to [1] and exemplify our view of the security layers using an MDPL AND
gate.
2.1

MDPL design principles

MDPL’s main DCSA countermeasure is masking, while all other features
aim at securing the masking as will be explained shortly. The atomic
elements of MDPL logic are CMOS majority gates. A majority gate’s
output is “1” if the majority of its inputs are “1”, otherwise its output
is “0”. In an MDPL circuit, all data values, e.g. a, are masked with the
same mask m and physically present as the masked wire am = a ⊕ m.
The mask m must be refreshed every clock, e.g. by a PRNG. The mask
update mechanism is integrated in the MDPL flip-flops (cf. [1]).
In MDPL, a majority gate always has three input signals, e.g. am , bm ,
and m, and one output signal, e.g. qm . Figure 1 depicts a majority gate
and Fig. 2 its truth table. In order to prevent glitches, which are a serious
concern for designers of hardware masking countermeasures [11, 12], all
signals in the circuit are pre-charged. During the first half of every clock
cycle, i.e. at the rising clock edge, every MDPL flip-flop starts a pre-charge
wave that pre-charges the subsequent logic and wires to “0”. During the
second half of every clock cycle, i.e. at the falling clock edge, the logic

am 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
bm 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
m 01010101
qm 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
Fig. 1. Majority gate

Fig. 2. Majority gate’s
truth table

Fig. 3. MDPL AND gate

evaluation takes place and wires propagate masked data values. According
to [1], neither a majority gate nor any gate built from majority gates
produces glitches in a pre-charge circuit. This is said to be also true,
when the inputs arrive with different delays. Suzuki and Saeki study the
behavior of MDPL gates in such a scenario [8] and discover an early
propagation effect.
The (pseudo-)random mask bit m has to be provided to every cell
in the circuit at the beginning of each evaluation phase, hence one may
expect a signal tree that is larger than the clock tree. Since also m is
pre-charged to 0 during the pre-charge phase, its transitions during the
evaluation phase are limited to 0 → 1 or 0 → 0. Due to the size of m’s
signal tree, one may expect that the Side channel leakage of a 0 → 1 transition is clearly distinguishable from that of a 0 → 0 transition. Hence,
SPA/SEMA might be able to recover m’s value for every clock cycle.
Tiri and Schaumont apply a similar attack [7] exploiting mask induced
switching activity on Random Switching Logic [21]. To render such attacks infeasible, MDPL implements the dual-rail principle. For every signal a (including m) also the complementary signal a is physically present
in the circuit as masked wire am = a⊕m and every 2 MDPL gate actually
contains two identical sets of logic that process complementary inputs and
output qm and q m . This way it is assured, that every pair of complementary wires and every MDPL gate switches exactly once per pre-charge
and once per evaluation phase. Figure 3 depicts an MDPL AND gate
taking into account the masking and the DRP principle.
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The XOR gate is a special case.
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Notation and preliminaries

Let A, B, M be random variables on the (discrete) space S := {0, 1} with
probability distributions PA , PB , and PM . Let
PA = PB := {0 : 0.5, 1 : 0.5}, PM = {0 : α, 1 : α}

(1)

with a + α = 1, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 (where α denotes the bias of the distribution).
We denote the conditional probability of A given B as P (A|B). It is
defined as
P (A ∩ B)
P (A|B) =
(2)
P (B)
where P (A∩B) is the joint probability of A and B. Often one has knowledge about conditional probabilities and would like to compute marginal
probabilities. This can be done if and only if all conditional probabilities
are known
X
P (A|B = b) · P (B = b) .
(3)
P (A) =
b

In the following section we apply these concepts to non-linear MDPL
gates.

4

Attack methodology

We model the logic signals a, b, and m as the random variables A,
B, and M respectively. We model the output transition on wire qm
of a given MDPL gate as random variable T on the (discrete) space
T := {0 → 1, 0 → 0}. The transition T on wire q m is implicitly defined
by being T’s complement on an identical space T . The probability distribution PT is defined by the logic function of the gate. The probability to
observe transition T = t ∈ T on wire qm given the specific (unmasked)
input signals A = a, B = b, M = m is P(T = t|a, b, m). We denote the
observable output transition energy of a given MDPL gate as E(T = t).
Note that this notion of energy includes the transition T = t on the
complementary wire.
Consider the MDPL security layers as explained in Sect. 2. Layer
1 (the masking) restricts us to only observe masked leakage, whereas a
fresh mask is provided for every clock cycle. Layer 2 makes sure that no
glitches can occur in the circuitry by pre-charging every wire and logic
gate (not the flip-flops) to “0”. Layer 3 limits the observable difference
of output transition energies to E(T = 0 → 1) - E(T = 0 → 1) which
we expect to be much smaller than the difference between E(0 → 1)

and E(0 → 0) for CMOS. However, as MDPL explicitly claims to be
DPA resistant without differential routing constraints, we may assume
that E(T = 0 → 1) 6= E(T = 0 → 1) for any given gate without loss of
generality. Basically, layer 3 introduces a practical measurement problem.
What can we extract from this? As the circuit continuously applies a
fresh mask for every clock cycle, we will focus our considerations on one
clock cycle. If the PRNG is started correctly, M = m according to PM .
We denote E(T = 0 → 1) = δ and E(T = 0 → 1) = γ and may assume
that δ 6= γ. Further, we must also assume that the capacities of the wires
that represent the signals qm and q m differ from gate to gate, thus the
energy needed to charge them, and hence the gate specific δ and γ.
In the following subsection we present an attack methodology against
non-linear MDPL gates based on a bias in the random masks. The detailed
analysis will focus on a single gate to reveal its specific properties and
weaknesses. Note that attacking several gates in parallel is rather difficult
as the exploited gate specific δ and γ most likely differ from gate to
gate. In particular, their difference might have a different algebraic sign.
However, iterative attacks against several gates to sieve key candidates
are straight-forward and will not be discussed in detail in this work.
4.1

Analysis of a single non-linear gate

We avail ourselves of an MDPL AND gate as representative of the class of
non-linear MDPL logic gates. An MDPL AND gate as shown in Fig. 3 is
composed of two majority gates which process complementary inputs and
hence output complementary values. Figure 4 summarizes the relations
between the input signals and input wires. Figure 5 shows the AND gate’s
truth table 3 and its output transition energies δ and γ as defined above.
According to Eq. (3), the marginal probability distribution PT of the output transition T can be derived from the set of conditional distributions
provided in Fig. 5. Applying Eq. (1) and (2) yields
PT = {0 → 1 : 0.75 − 0.5α, 0 → 0 : 0.25 + 0.5α} .
Observations.
1. PT (0 → 1)|α=0.5 = 0.5, for PM (0) = PM (1) = 0.5 the transitions in T
are equally likely
2. PT (0 → 1)|α6=0.5 6= 0.5, for PM (0) 6= PM (1) 6= 0.5 the transitions in T
are not equally likely.
3

We omit the obvious values of the complementary input signals for the sake of
clearness wherever possible, but the reader needs to keep in mind that we discuss a
differential logic style.
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Fig. 5. AND gate’s truth table and transition energies

Attack against an AND gate given biased random masks

Suppose that A and B are intermediate results of a cryptographic computation carried out by a device implemented in MDPL. Suppose that A
and B are independent but both depend on secret and known data 4 .
We address our focus on the truth table in Fig. 5. We restrict the observable space of events to those, for which, based on the known data and a
guess on the secret data, A = B holds 5 . This space is marked with gray
background color in Fig. 5.
Let Θ = E(T|a = 0, b = 0) − E(T|a = 1, b = 1). For a correct guess
on the secret (at the relevant bits) and hence a correct guess on A and
B we have, according to Eq. (1), (2), and (3):
E(T|a = 0, b = 0) = αγ + (1 − α)δ, E(T|a = 1, b = 1) = αδ + (1 − α)γ
⇒ Θ = 2αγ − 2αδ + δ − γ .

(4)

We observe that for α > 0.5, Θ tends toward γ − δ, while for α < 0.5,
Θ tends toward δ − γ. For α = 0.5 we have Θ = 0. Note that the gate
specific δ and γ as well as the bias α influence the algebraic sign of Θ.
For a wrong guess on the secret (at the relevant bits) such that the
guess on A and B is wrong, we have:
E(T|a = 0, b = 0) = αδ + (1 − α)γ, E(T|a = 1, b = 1) = αγ + (1 − α)δ
⇒ Θ = 2αδ − 2αγ + γ − δ .

(5)

We observe that for α > 0.5, Θ tends toward δ − γ, while for α < 0.5,
Θ tends toward γ − δ. For α = 0.5 we have Θ = 0. Note that for such a
guess and α 6= 0.5, Θ points exactly to the opposite direction.
4

5

It is impossible to model the dependency further as it will be entirely defined by the
specific cryptographic algorithm and its implementation.
We assume that the cryptographic algorithm and its implementation are known.

For a wrong guess on the secret (at the relevant bits) such that the
guess on either A or B is wrong, we have:
E(T|a = 0, b = 0) = E(T|a = 1, b = 1) = αγ + (1 − α)δ + (1 − α)δ + αγ
⇒ Θ = 0.

(6)

Note that for such a guess Θ = 0 independently of α, if the the wrong
guess is uniformly distributed over A and B, which we assume.
It follows from Eq. (4, 5, 6 ) that for any given bias α 6= 0.5 the three
values for Θ are different, if δ 6= γ which is very likely because MDPL does
not demand differential routing. Thus, a guess that is wrong in either A or
B is distinguishable without further knowledge on α, δ, or γ. An adversary
may exploit this property to reject all key hypotheses which lead to such
a guess. Then she would run the same attack against a different AND
gate for further sieving. Attacks that involve knowledge on α, δ, and γ are
not the scope of this work.

5

Experimental results

In this section we provide experimental results of our attacks against an
MDPL protected AES-128 implementation. Our main focus is the so far
not posed question whether the output transition energy difference Θ of
a single gate in a VLSI chip is practically measurable outside the chip.
5.1

Experimental platform

The SCARD chip is an outcome of the “Side-Channel Analysis Resistant
Design Flow - SCARD” project led by the European Commission. It implements an 8051 µC with AES-128 co-processor in CMOS and several
secured logic styles, MDPL being one of them. It also implements a PRNG
which supplies the masks for the masked logic styles. For a summary of
the chip schematics we refer the reader to [3]. The architecture of the AES
co-processor is discussed in detail in [4]. The AES implementation uses
four parallel one-stage pipelined implementations of the AES SubBytes
transformation, as described in [5].
For our experiments we obtained two sets of power measurements.
The power samples W (t) represent the voltage drop over a 50Ω resistor
inserted in the dedicated core VDD supply. We measure during the first
round of AES-128 encryption of random uniformly chosen plaintexts X
with a constant key K. The sets are

1. N1 = 100 000 traces, sampled at 2GS/s, PRNG bias α = 1
2. N2 = 200 000 traces, sampled at 2GS/s, PRNG bias α = unknown
5.2

MDPL vs. unMaskedDPL

We begin our experimental analysis with the comparison of the results
of two runs of the same “standard” 6 attack against the MDPL AES
implementation. For the first attack, we use measurement set 1 with a
bias α = 1. For the second attack, we use 100 000 measurements from
set 2 for which the PRNG has been setup and started correctly with an
unknown bias α. The point of this comparison is to show that MDPL
is vulnerable to not specifically crafted power attacks, if the masking is
completely disabled. Further, it shows that MDPL is resistant against the
same attack if masking is active. Finally, it verifies that we initialized and
activated the PRNG correctly.
The attack we perform is Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) [6]. It
estimates the correlation coefficient
P
P
P
N Wi Hi − Wi Hi
q P
ρW H = q P
(7)
P
P
N Wi2 − ( Wi )2 N Hi2 − ( Hi )2
between a vector of observations (Wi ) and a vector of predictions (Hi ).
The summations are taken over the N samples and the correlation coefficient has to be estimated for each time slice within the observations
Wi (t) separately. For a detailed discussion we refer to [6].
Since the actual storage element in an MDPL flip-flop is a standard
CMOS flip-flop which is not pre-charged to “0”, we expect the energy
dissipation of a flip-flop to depend on whether the value to store changes
or not. Therefore, the predictions are based on the Hamming Distance
Model and aim at the simultaneous transitions of four 8-bit registers
from their previous value Ri ∈ {0, 1}32 to their new value Di ∈ {0, 1}32 .
It is Hi = HW(Ri ⊕Di ), where HW(·) is the well known Hamming weight
function. Whether an attack on eight key bytes (four for D and four for R)
in parallel is practical or not is beyond the scope of this paper. The goal
of this experiment simply is to show the protective effect of the masking.
Figure 6 shows the correlation trace derived from attack 1 for the
correct key in the upper plot. The peak at the time index of about 23 000
is not large but significant and seems to allow key recovery to a certain
extend 7 . The lower plot in Fig. 6 shows the correlation trace derived from
6
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With standard attack we denote an attack that is not specifically crafted for the
properties of MDPL.
We verified that 28 wrong subkeys were rejected in favor of the correct subkey.
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Fig. 6. CPA on MDPL with bias α = 1 (upper plot) and activated masking (lower
plot); clock signal (middle)

attack 2 for the correct key. As one can see, no visible peaks appear at the
time index of about 23 000 or elsewhere, which indicates no reliable key
recovery 8 . Obviously, the masking provides security against a correlation
attack in the given setting.
5.3

Results of our attack against a single AND gate

In this section we provide the result of our attack methodology against
the SCARD chip’s AES-128 implementation in MDPL. We provide results
from a DPA attack based on measurement set 2 against a single AND gate
as proof of concept. Our intention is to experimentally verify that leakage
occurs and can be exploited as concluded in Sect. 4.2.
The AES Sbox is implemented in combinational logic using composite
field representation. Figure 7 shows the relevant part of the Sbox architecture. The conversion of elements of GF (28 ) to GF ((24 )2 ) is given by
the function map, shown in Fig. 8.
The 4 × 4-bit multiplier in Fig. 7 contains 16 AND gates. One of them
will be the target of our attack. It computes the intermediate result:
A ∧ B = al0 ∧ ah0 = (a4 ⊕ a5 ⊕ a6 ) ∧ (a0 ⊕ a4 ⊕ a5 ⊕ a6 ).
The attack is based on the methodology introduced in Sect. 4.2 and
standard DPA [13]. Our attack requires A = B where a is the 8bit word
xi ⊕ k entering one of the Sboxes. We partition our measurements W (t)
8

Again we also tried the same 28 wrong key hypotheses, this time the results were
fuzzy.

ah x + al = map(a)
with (ah , al ∈ GF (24 ), a ∈ GF (28 ))
a A = a 1 ⊕ a7 , a B = a 5 ⊕ a7 , a C = a 4 ⊕ a 6
al0 = aC ⊕ a0 ⊕ a5 , al1 = a1 ⊕ a2
al2 = aA , al3 = a2 ⊕ a4
ah0 = aC ⊕ a5 , ah1 = aA ⊕ aC
ah2 = aB ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3 , ah3 = aB
Fig. 7. Relevant part of
the Sbox architecture

Fig. 8. Function map

into three sets p0 , p1 , and p2 . These are consequently filled with measurements wi according to: p0 := {wi |A = B = 0}, p1 := {wi |A = B = 1}
while all other measurements in p2 := {wi |A 6= B} (usually 50% of the
set) are discarded. Then we compute the means m0 of p0 and m1 of p1
and finally the DPA bias Θ = m0 −m1 . The upper plot in Fig. 9 shows the
DPA bias signal for the set of keys which are correct in the relevant bits
and the lower plot for the set of keys with an error in the least significant
bit. The presence of so called “ghost peaks” is explained by the fact that
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Fig. 9. DPA bias AND gate, correct key set (upper) and 1-bit error key set (lower);
clock signal (middle)

we attack an intermediate result before any non-linear function has been
computed and by the fact that the attack focuses on only a few bits in
a pipelined VLSI circuit. However, the peak for the set of “correct” keys
is clearly distinguishable from the other one. Finally, Fig. 10 shows the
value of Θ at the peak’s time index for each key hypothesis in the upper
plot. As expected, the plot shows a “digital” pattern which divides the

Correct bits

DPA bias

key space in three parts. The lower plot shows the number of bits in A
and B which have been guessed correctly, for each key hypothesis. The
similarity in the patterns is obvious. All key guesses which are incorrect
in one bit lead to a small (absolute) value Θ and can be rejected. Rejection of more key candidates is not possible because we do not assume
knowledge on α, δ, and γ. Hence, the adversary cannot predict, whether
the set of “correct” keys must lead to a maximum or minimum DPA peak
(cf. Sect. 4.2). However, she may attack a different AND gate for further
sieving.
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Fig. 10. DPA bias at peak position (upper) and number of correct bits (lower) for all
key hypotheses

According to our analysis of the MDPL AND gate in Sect. 4.2, this
attack result indicates that the PRNG in the VLSI circuit implementation is biased. In order to verify this conclusion we simulated a gate-level
netlist of the PRNG implementation using the same seed data. The statistical analysis of one million output bits of this simulated netlist however
showed no distinct bias. The sample contained 50.01% zeros, which means
α = 0.5001. It is unclear whether such a marginal bias can enable our
attack methodology or not.
Summarizing we can say that the success of our attack and the specific
values we obtained for Θ, namely one value very close to “0” while the
two others differ only in their signs, indicate an exploitable bias in the
output bits of the PRNG implementation. On the other hand, one might
believe the marginal bias in the output bits of the netlist simulation to
be negligible, which would then contradict this conclusion. Finally, one
must also consider the possibility that the implementation of the PRNG
on the prototype chip does not exactly behave like the simulated netlist.

In the next section we identify approaches to explain the success of
our attack assuming that the output bits of the PRNG implementation
are not or not significantly biased.

6

Investigation

Assuming that the PRNG implementation on the prototype chip is not
biased, we need to look for another explanation of our results. In the
following, we sketch an approach which will be subject of our future research.
A possible explanation for our observation and the successful attack
is the early propagation effect. In short, this effect describes the fact
that certain gates possibly evaluate at a data dependent instant. MDPL
gates have been studied with regard to this effect in [8]. The authors
concluded that a timing delay of the input signals can yield an early
propagation effect. Given that an adversary uses the right criterion to
partition the power traces, that the attacked gate is actually vulnerable
to the effect, and that the timing difference is large enough to be detected
by her measurement setup, she can exploit the effect. In this case, a
power analysis attack against a DSCA “resistant” circuit turns into an
attack which is similar to power analysis attacks against non-constant
time implementations, as for example naı̈ve “square-and-multiply”.
We assume that the early propagation effect becomes apparent in time
and data dependent histograms of the power measurements. Therefore, we
generated data dependent histograms of the sets p0 := {wi |A = B = 0}
and p1 := {wi |A = B = 1} for a correct guess on A and B at the time
instant of the DPA peak and neighboring samples. Yet, first inspections
did not lead to a clear conclusion. A thorough investigation will be subject
of our future work.
However, the observations gave rise to another possible explanation
for the success of our attack. Studying the switching behavior of a majority gate in detail, we discovered a potential problem. There are “internal
nodes” in the pull up and pull down networks, which can not always be
fully charged respectively discharged, depending on the input signals’ values and delays. These internal nodes are marked with a cross in Fig. 1.
This fact induces what we will call a memory effect. Possibly, there exist
combinations of delays in the input signals, for which a (small) bias in
the distribution of the random masks leads to a data dependent memory
effect. In that case, the side channel leakage of an AND gate would be
increased. Note that such delay combinations need not necessarily lead

to early propagation. We will investigate the memory effect and the requirements for the input signals’ delays in the near future.
Summarizing we have to say that it remains unclear whether the success of our attack is based on a bias in the output bits of the PRNG
implementation or not. To clarify this uncertainty will be subject of our
future research.

7

Conclusion

We developed a model for the output transition energies of non-linear
MDPL gates. We have shown that the transition energies depend on the
bias α in the source of the randomness and that they can be reliably exploited to derive signal values. The requirements for our attack methodology are slight and realistic (unknown) PRNG biases, which have been
assumed in attacks against masking schemes before, and knowledge of
the circuit layout, which should be assumed by default to model a powerful adversary. We have empirically verified our theoretic approach with
practical measurement results. We showed that MDPL is vulnerable to
our attack methodology in practical cases where the randomness is not
perfect. Further on, we have identified approaches to explain the success
of our attack assuming not or not significantly biased random masks. A
more detailed investigation about the exact cause is subject of our future
research.
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